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Abstract
Adolescents’ negative expectations of their peers were examined as
predictors of their future selection of hostile partners, in a community sample
of 184 adolescents followed from ages 13 to 24. Utilizing observational data,
close friend- and self-reports, adolescents with more negative expectations
at age 13 were found to be more likely to form relationships with observably
hostile romantic partners and friends with hostile attitudes by age 18 even
after accounting for baseline levels of friend hostile attitudes at age 13 and
adolescents’ own hostile behavior and attitudes. Furthermore, the presence
of friends with hostile attitudes at age 18 in turn predicted higher levels
of adult friend hostile attitudes at age 24. Results suggest the presence of
a considerable degree of continuity from negative expectations to hostile
partnerships from adolescence well into adulthood.
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Hostility and high levels of conflict within relationships have repeatedly been
linked to problematic outcomes for those involved. Hostility may escalate to
physical aggression, but it can manifest in several other ways, including
threatening body language, pressuring speech, personal attacks, angry refusal
to discuss a disagreement, or aggressive and demeaning attitudes toward others. Physical health correlates of hostility range from specific physiological
changes, such as increased blood pressure and alterations in immune functioning, to coronary heart disease, and even early mortality (Kiecolt-Glaser &
Newton, 2001; Linder, Crick, & Collins, 2002; Luecken & Roubinov, 2012;
Miller, Smith, Turner, Guijarro, & Hallet, 1996). Hostility within relationships has also been found to predict increasing anxiety and depression over
time (Bertera, 2005; Cranford, 2004). Yet we have relatively little information to explain why some individuals repeatedly become involved with hostile peer and romantic partners across the life course (Linder & Collins, 2005;
Stocker & Richmond, 2007).
Multiple lines of developmental research, from childhood to adulthood,
converge on the idea that the expectations that people bring to new social
situations, which guide their choice of partners, provide one possible mechanism that may account for the tendency of some individuals to repeatedly
find themselves in relationships with hostile partners. Individuals who expect
others to treat them badly might accept or even select for such negative
behavior from partners based on these expectations. Attachment theory
stresses the importance of earlier experiences in shaping mental representations of existing close relationships. These representations may then be carried forward to new relationships (N. L. Collins & Read, 1994; Dykas, Ziv, &
Cassidy, 2008). Individuals may select partners and/or elicit behaviors from
partners (not necessarily consciously) that confirm these pre-existing representations (Cassidy, 2000; Feeney, Cassidy, & Ramos-Marcuse, 2008). For
example, attachment styles predict selection of similar partners and reinforcement of existing attachment styles, and relationship behaviors (Dinero,
Conger, Shaver, Widaman, & Larsen-Rife, 2011; Strauss, Morry, & Kito,
2012). Similarly, cumulative continuity theory suggests that individuals
maintain relationship patterns by choosing environments or people that fit
their pre-existing expectations. Through these choices, individuals reinforce
existing patterns of behaviors and expectations over time (Caspi, Bem, &
Elder, 1989; Caspi, Elder, & Bem, 1988). Longitudinal research suggests that
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individuals often repeatedly select into similar types of relationships, even
when these relationships are characterized by hostility (Carbone-Lopez,
Rennison, & Macmillan, 2012; Cui, Ueno, Gordon, & Fincham, 2013).
Together, both theories support the notion that expectations for others’ behavior can create self-fulfilling prophecies, with potentially powerful implications for partner selection and relationships going forward (Merton, 1948).
Adolescence appears as a potentially critical point in development regarding
both negative social expectations and the development of hostile relationship
patterns. In adolescence, as peer relationships become more central (Allen &
Land, 1999; W. A. Collins, 1997), the expectations and behaviors teens bring to
these relationships may set trajectories of partner selection that will shape
social relationships into adulthood. Negative social expectations—defined here
as the cognitive expectation that others will react with negativity in ambiguous
social situations—have been associated with higher levels of depression
(Gregory et al., 2007), more insecure attachment to parents (Liu, 2008), and
higher levels of peer rejection (Rudolph, Hammen, & Burge, 1997).
Unfortunately, direct studies of the implications of negative social expectations for future social development have been rare. Though distinct from
negative expectations, the related constructs of hostile attribution biases and
rejection sensitivity do provide support for the potential role of such expectations in the development of hostile relationships. Studies in childhood have
consistently found that the attribution of hostile intent to others has been
linked to both the development of aggressive behavior, and to victimization
from other children, suggesting a potential cycle of expectations, behavior,
and elicited responses that contributes to negative outcomes (Dodge et al.,
2003; Vitaro, Brendgen, & Tremblay, 2002). Similarly, expectations of, and
anticipated distress from, rejection in adolescence and adulthood have been
linked to hostility from participants and subsequent rejection from romantic
partners in short-term research (Downey & Feldman, 1996; Downey, Freitas,
Michaelis, & Khouri, 1998; Purdie & Downey, 2000). Previous work using
the current study sample has found that rejection sensitivity is linked to
decreases in peer-reported social competence, that rejection sensitivity amplifies a link between hostility in relationships and depressive symptoms, and
that rejection sensitive individuals are more likely to have negative romantic
relationships and to behave submissively in such relationships (Chango,
McElhaney, Allen, Schad, & Marston, 2012; Hafen, Spilker, Chango,
Marston, & Allen, 2014; Marston, Hare, & Allen, 2010). However, the possibility that individuals with negative expectations might select partners who
behave in a hostile manner has not been previously examined.
There is some research to suggest that characteristics of prior relationships
other than similarity may also predict partner selection: Previous observational
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research has found that both intrusive parental behaviors and poorer quality
friend relationships in adolescence predict later romantic partner hostility,
which is consistent with the notion that adolescents learn ways of relating to
others from earlier relationships (Linder & Collins, 2005). However, we know
little about how or even whether this cycle of partner hostility may play out
from adolescence to adulthood, and across different types of relationships.
According to attachment and cumulative continuity theories, even individuals who are not hostile themselves may be more likely to select partners
who confirm negative relationship expectations from prior experiences
(Carbone-Lopez et al., 2012; Cui et al., 2013; Dinero et al., 2011; Strauss
et al., 2012). This expectation confirming effect should be distinguished from
two other peer processes that also tend to be active during adolescence. One
possibility is that adolescents select partners who are similar to themselves in
levels of hostility (i.e., homophily) in a type of “niche-seeking” (Bowker
et al., 2010). Alternatively hostile adolescents may create hostile relationships in future partners. Disentangling selection of partners who primarily
confirm negative expectations from homophily and influence effects can be
difficult, but one approach is to control for the target participant’s baseline
hostile behavior. By accounting for participant’s baseline hostile behavior,
we can account for any effects due to selection of partners based on simple
similarity in levels of hostility and effects of participant hostility creating
partners’ future hostility (Arriaga & Foshee, 2004). If effects remain between
early negative expectations and later partner hostility after controlling for
adolescents’ own hostility, this would suggest that adolescents with negative
expectations are not merely selecting hostile partners as a result of their own
hostility. This would then provide support for the hypothesis that selection of
hostile partners is due to the effect of negative social expectations.
Friendships and romantic relationships are the two most salient peer relationships for both adolescents and adults. Close friendships and romantic
relationships can both serve attachment functions into adulthood, but friendships tend to be less intense than romantic relationships, especially during
late adolescence and adulthood (Carbery & Buhrmester, 1998; Markiewicz,
Lawford, Doyle, & Haggart, 2006). Romantic relationships typically involve
some degree of conflict and observable negativity, whereas friendships tend
to be more harmonious (Creasey, Kershaw, & Boston, 1999; Goldstein,
2011). Observational research with friends and romantic partners finds that
romantic relationships are typified by more intense non-verbal behaviors
(eye gaze, touching, etc.) than friendships (Guerrero, 1997). Adolescents
who expect hostility in relationships may select romantic partners who
behave in an observably hostile manner toward them. However, due to the
aforementioned differences between friendships and romantic relationships,
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hostility in a friend may be more subtle, reflected in hostile attitudes toward
others rather than observable hostility within the friendship.
Adolescents who expect peers to treat them poorly when they begin dating may act on and sustain these expectations by selecting partners who do
in fact treat them with hostility. Research has not yet examined potential
romantic partner selection bias with adolescents, nor even with relationships
more generally. Evidence suggests that poorer quality peer relationships
may lead to more hostility from romantic partners later in adolescence,
although the mechanism by which this occurs is unclear (Linder et al., 2002).
It may be that earlier poor experiences in relationships lead individuals to
develop expectations that partners will display hostile or critical behaviors,
and so adolescents with these past experiences may thus be more likely to
tolerate those types of behaviors in their next relationship (Alexander, 2009).
Similarly, early adolescents with negative expectations of peers may be
more likely to select and/or tolerate hostile romantic partners, partially as a
fulfillment of those expectations. As they move beyond adolescence, teens
with a history of involvement in relationships with partners who confirm
negative expectations of others may continue to fulfill these expectations in
adult relationships. Current qualities of close friends, such as antisocial
behavior and sociability, are known to predict similar characteristics in
future friendships (Güroğlu, Cillessen, Haselager, & van Lieshout, 2012),
but whether expectations in part may account for these continuities remains
unclear, as to date no mechanisms accounting for these continuities have
been explored in depth.
This study examined early adolescents’ negative social expectations as a
type of self-fulfilling prophecy that may partially explain involvement in
later romantic and friend relationships characterized by partner hostility.
Adolescents with negative expectations about social situations were hypothesized to be more likely to later select partners whose hostility confirmed
those negative expectations, and this selection process was predicted to display continuity over time and across relationships. Specifically, it was
hypothesized that
Hypothesis 1: Teens with negative social expectations in early adolescence would be disproportionately likely to select partners who displayed
or reported hostility in late adolescence, even after accounting for early
adolescent friends’ hostility and participants’ own hostility.
Hypothesis 2: Both early negative social expectations and partner hostility in late adolescence were, in turn, expected to predict the formation of
adult partnerships with hostile individuals, again even after accounting for
baseline levels of peer hostility and participants’ own hostility.
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These predictions were examined within a diverse community sample of adolescents, their romantic partners, and their close friends, who were followed
longitudinally over an 11-year period from early adolescence through early
adulthood. To ensure that linkages were not simply an artifact of a negative
reporting bias on the part of target adolescents, observational- and friendreports were used to obtain independent assessments of partner hostility in
late adolescence and adulthood.

Method
Participants and Procedure
This report is drawn from a larger longitudinal investigation of adolescent
social development in familial and peer contexts. The original sample
included 184 seventh and eighth graders (86 male and 98 female; age: X =
13.35, SD = 0.64) and their parents. The sample was racially⁄ethnically and
socioeconomically diverse: 107 adolescents (58%) identified themselves as
Caucasian, 53 (29%) as African American, 15 (8%) as of mixed race⁄ethnicity,
and nine (5%) as being from other minority groups. Adolescents’ parents
reported a median family income in the US$40,000 to US$59,999 range.
Adolescents were originally recruited from the seventh and eighth grades at
a public middle school drawing from suburban and urban populations in the
Southeastern United States. Students were recruited via an initial mailing to
all parents of students in the school, along with follow-up contact efforts at
school lunches. Adolescents who indicated they were interested in the study
were contacted by telephone. Of all students eligible for participation, 63%
agreed to participate either as target participants, or as peers providing collateral information.
All interviews took place in private offices within a university academic
building. Participating adolescents provided informed assent, and their parents provided informed consent until adolescents were 18 years of age, at
which point they provided informed consent. The same assent/consent procedures were used for peers and their parents. Participants, romantic partners,
and close friends were paid for their participation.
For the purposes of the present study, data were drawn from three time
points: First, at an early adolescent assessment (participant N = 184, participant X age = 13.35, SD = 0.64); next, at a late adolescent assessment (participant N = 172, participant X age = 18.33, SD = 0.95); and last, at an early
adulthood assessment (participant N = 156, participant X age = 23.78, SD =
0.97). There were no differences between target participants who did versus
did not participate at age 18 on gender, income, or initial levels of variables
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measured. Participants who did not participate at age 24 had significantly
higher levels of aggressive attitudes at age 13 ( X = 34.08 vs. 29.71, t = 2.22,
p = .03). Males were also significantly less likely to participate at age 24.
Nineteen males did not participate versus eight females (χ2 = 7.10, p = .008).
There were no other differences between those target participants who did
versus did not participate at age 24.
At each wave of data collection, participants nominated their close friend to
be included in the study. Close friends were defined as “people you know well,
spend time with, and whom you talk to about things that happen in your life.”
For participants who had difficulty naming close friends, it was explained that
naming their “close” friends did not mean that they were necessarily close to
these friends in an absolute sense, but that they were close to these friends relative to other acquaintances they might have. Of the 184 early adolescents who
participated in the age 13 data collection, 181 of their close friends participated.
The close friends selected at age 13 reported that they had known the adolescents for an average of 4.04 years (SD = 2.90). When asked “How close a
friend would you say you are with the friend you are here with today?” from a
scale of 1 (not a very close friend) to 5 (best friend), close friends reported that
they were quite close to participants ( X = 4.42, SD = 0.75). No close friend
selected a 1 and only one close friend selected a 2. All of the close friends
selected at age 13 were required to be of the same sex as the participant. At ages
18 to 20, 164 of the target participants’ close friends participated. The close
friends selected at age 18 reported that they had known the participants for an
average of 6.9 years (SD = 3.55). Thirty-two (17.3%) of the friends chosen at
age 18 were the same as those chosen at 13. Ten (6.10%) of the friends chosen
at any point between ages of 18 and 20 were of the opposite sex from the participant. At age 24, 132 of the target participants’ close friends participated. The
close friends selected at age 24 reported that they had known the participants
for an average of 10.44 years (SD = 6.66). Seventy-three (39.5%) of the friends
chosen at 24 were the same as those chosen at 18, and four (3%) were the same
as those chosen at 13. Three (1.7%) participants nominated the same close
friend at all three waves of data collection. Eleven (8.33%) of the friends chosen at age 24 were of the opposite sex from the participant.
At the age 18 and 24 assessments, participants in a romantic relationship
of at least 3 months were invited to participate in filmed interaction tasks with
their romantic partners. To maximize the number of romantic partners able to
participate, dyads came in over a span of 3 years to complete observational
and questionnaire measures. At the age 18 data collection, 70 (38%) of the
original teens were in eligible romantic relationships and both they and their
partners agreed to participate. Participants reported knowing their romantic
partners an average of 1.22 years (SD = 1.13 years). At the age 24 data
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collection, 81 dyads (44% of the original sample) were eligible and agreed to
participate. Participants reported knowing their romantic partners an average
of 4.66 years (SD = 3.77 years). Two participants (2.86%) brought the same
romantic partner to the age 18 and age 24 data collection. Same-sex couples
were included in the sample; however, no same-sex couples participated in
the age 18 data collection and only one same-sex couple participated in the
age 24 data collection.
Of those 114 participants who did not participate at the age 18 romantic
partner data collection, 75 (65.79%) did not meet the criteria of being in a
relationship lasting at least 3 months. Of the 103 participants who did not
participate in the age 24 romantic partner data collection, 57 (55.33%) did not
meet the criteria of being in a relationship lasting at least 3 months. For the
remainder in both cases, the majority of cases of non-participation were a
result of partners’ declining our invitation to participate, and/or inability to
schedule an observational assessment in which both parties were willing and
able to participate. Analyses indicated that the target participants who did not
participate at the age 18 romantic partner data collection had significantly
higher scores on the measure of negative social expectations at age 13 (i.e.,
more negative expectations; X = 3.88 vs. 2.53, t = 2.41, p = .02). There were
no other significant differences between those who did versus did not participate at the ages 18 or 24 romantic partner data collection on gender, family
income, or initial levels of the variables measured.
To best address any potential biases due to attrition and missing data in
longitudinal analyses, full information maximum likelihood methods were
used, with analyses including all variables that were linked to future missing
data (i.e., where data were not missing completely at random). Because these
procedures have been found to yield less biased estimates than approaches
(e.g., simple regression) that use listwise deletion of cases with missing data,
the entire original sample of 184 for the larger study was utilized for these
analyses. This analytic technique does not impute or create any new data nor
does it artificially inflate significance levels. Rather, it simply takes into
account distributional characteristics of data in the full sample so as to provide the least biased estimates of parameters obtained when some data are
missing (Arbuckle, 1996). Alternative longitudinal analyses using just those
adolescents without missing data (i.e., listwise deletion) yielded results that
were substantively identical to those reported below.

Measures
Negative social expectations (age 13). Adolescents’ social expectations were
assessed at age 13 using the Children’s Expectations of Social Behavior
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Questionnaire (CESBQ; Rudolph, Hammen, & Burge, 1995). This measure
consists of 15 hypothetical vignettes in which teens are asked to imagine
themselves interacting with peers (e.g., “You’re working on a group project
with some other kids at school and you make a suggestion for something that
you could all do. What do you think they might say?” or “You’re feeling kind
of upset about something that happened one morning at home and you decide
to try to talk about it with a friend during lunch. As soon as the bell rings, you
walk over to her and start to tell her about your problem. What do you think
she might do?”). For each vignette, teens were asked to indicate whether they
expected an accepting peer response (e.g., “They might try it out to see if it
would work” or “She might listen to my problem and try to make me feel better,” scored 0), an indifferent response (e.g., “They might just pretend that I
didn’t say anything and ignore my idea” or “She might just walk away and say
that she wants to hang out with someone else,” scored 1), or a hostile response
(e.g., “They might laugh and say that it was a pretty stupid idea” or “She might
tell me that I always seemed to have problems and I should stop bothering
her,” scored 2). The scores were then summed, with higher scores representing teens’ more negative expectations of peers’ behavior toward them. This
measure has been used previously in studies of adolescents’ representations
and peer relationships (Dykas et al., 2008; Garber & Kaminski, 2000; Gregory
et al., 2007; Liu, 2008; Rudolph et al., 1997). Rudolph et al. (1995) report
good internal consistency for the CESBQ (Cronbach’s α = .84) and the current
study also had acceptable internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .75).
Observed hostile partner and participant behaviors (ages 18 and 24). At age 18,
participants and their romantic partners of at least 3 months duration participated in a revealed differences task in which they independently chose which
character was right in hypothetical dating scenarios (e.g., “Jessica and David
were at a party one night with their best friends who are also a couple. Later in
the night they saw the guy making out with another girl. David wants to tell
the guy’s girlfriend what they saw. Jessica doesn’t want to tell, she says it’s not
any of their business, and they don’t know the whole story”). Partners then
came together to reach a consensus on each scenario. At age 24, participants
and romantic partners completed a revealed differences task in which they
identified their biggest area of disagreement and were instructed to talk about
the topic for 8 minutes. Common topics included moving in together, jealousy,
money, chores, and jobs. Tasks were chosen to be developmentally appropriate (adolescent romantic partners may not have substantive areas of disagreement to discuss). Interactions at each wave were videotaped and then
transcribed. The coding system employed yields ratings from 0 to 4 for each
participant’s overall behavior toward his or her romantic partner in
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the interaction (Allen et al., 2000; Allen, Hauser, Bell, & O’Connor, 1994).
Ratings are molar in nature, yielding overall scores for participants’ behaviors
across the entire interaction; however, these molar scores are derived from an
anchored coding system that considers both the frequency and intensity of
each speech relevant to that behavior during the interaction in assigning the
overall molar score. Interrater reliability was calculated for the overall scale
using intraclass correlation coefficients and was in what is considered “good”
range for this statistic (intraclass r = .70-.78; Cicchetti & Sparrow, 1981).
Specific interactive behaviors were considered, and used to derive an
anchored overall code for the extent to which participants’ romantic partners
employed hostile and overbearing conflict tactics with their partners—a scale
that captures autonomy-undermining behaviors. The scale ranged from 0 to
4, with higher scores indicating more hostile and overbearing behaviors
from the romantic partner. The scale includes the following behaviors: (a)
Overpersonalizing behaviors: Treating the disagreement as being in some
respect a “fault” or feature of the person’s disagreeing rather than a difference
in ideas and reasons. By not separating the person from the disagreement, it
becomes difficult to discuss differences reasonably—who will give in becomes
more important than exploring why a person took the position he or she took
(intraclass r = .89 for romantic partners at age 18 to r = .78 for romantic partners at age 24). (b) Pressuring behaviors: The extent to which the individual
proceeds in the discussion as though his or her main objective is to get his or
her own selections accepted (rather than to listen to the other person and to
come up with the best solution) and/or makes statements that implicitly or
explicitly pressure in an effort to make the other person uncomfortable enough
to change his or her mind (intraclass r = .65 for participants at age 18 to r = .90
for romantic partners at age 24). (c) Avoidance behaviors: The degree to which
an individual steers away from disagreements or the chance to clarify disagreements. Behaviors indicative of avoidance include ceding the floor (as
opposed to other person taking it) and being more interested in not disagreeing
than in the outcome (intraclass r = .76 for participants at age 18 to r = .56 for
participants at age 24). Correlations between the behavior codes and molar
ratings ranged from r = .27, p = .02 (romantic partner avoidance at age 18) to
r = .85, p = .001 (romantic partner pressuring at age 24).
Close friend and participant aggressive attitudes (ages 13, 18, and 24). Close
friend and participant reports of their own aggressive attitudes were assessed
using the Aggressive Attitudes Questionnaire (Guerra, 1986; Slaby & Guerra,
1988). Close friends and participants rated how true each item was for them
on a 5-point scale from really disagree to really agree. The 18-item scale
captures the extent to which respondents endorse the necessity and
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acceptability of violence and aggression. Aggressive attitudes assessed by
this and similar measures are associated with reports of actual aggressive
behavior (Bosworth, Espelage, & Simon, 1999; Eliot & Cornell, 2009; Slaby
& Guerra, 1988). Example items include “It’s OK to hit someone if you think
he or she deserves it” and “Being raped must be awful” (reverse scored).
Internal consistency for this measure was good (age 13 Cronbach’s α = .84,
age 18 Cronbach’s α = .86, age 24 Cronbach’s α = .82).

Results
Primary Analyses
Table 1 displays means, standard deviations, and correlations for the variables used in the study.
Model identification. Hypotheses were tested in Mplus (Version 7.2; Muthén
& Muthén, 2015). A fully saturated path model using bootstrapped confidence intervals was examined using early adolescent negative expectations to
predict participant and friend-reported aggressive attitudes in late adolescence and early adulthood, as well as observed participant and romantic partner hostility in late adolescence and early adulthood (Figure 1). Participant
gender and family income were included as covariates, along with age 13
levels of participant and friend-reported aggressive attitudes.
As shown in the first half of Figure 1, results supported the first hypothesis: More negative expectations in early adolescence were associated with
higher observed romantic partner hostility (β = .32, p = .01) and friendreported hostile attitudes (β = .16, p = .02) in late adolescence. Early adolescents with more negative expectations were more likely to have late
adolescent partners who reported and displayed more hostility, after accounting for age 13 friend aggressive attitudes, participants’ own aggressive attitudes at age 13 and 18, participants’ own observed hostility with romantic
partners at age 18, and demographic factors.
As shown in the second half of Figure 1, results partially supported the
second hypothesis: Friend-reported aggressive attitudes at age 18 predicted
higher friend-reported aggressive attitudes at age 24 (β = .35, p = .001), after
accounting for age 13 friend aggressive attitudes, participants’ own aggressive attitudes at ages 13, 18, and 24, participant and romantic partner observed
hostility at ages 18 and 24, and demographic factors. Early adolescent negative expectations did not, in adulthood, directly predict aggressive attitudes in
friends or observed hostility in romantic partners. No significant indirect
effects were found.
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*p < .05. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001.

1.  Negative social
expectations (13)
2.  Participant aggressive
attitudes (13)
3.  Close friend aggressive
attitudes (13)
4.  Observed participant
partner hostility (18)
5.  Observed romantic
partner hostility (18)
6.  Participant aggressive
attitudes (18)
7.  Close friend aggressive
attitudes (18)
8.  Observed participant
hostility (24)
9.  Observed romantic
partner hostility (24)
10.  Participant aggressive
attitudes (24)
11.  Close friend aggressive
attitudes (24)
12.  Participant gender (1 =
male, 2 = female)
13. Family income
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Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations of Substantive Variables.
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Figure 1. Fully saturated model from negative social expectations at age 13 to
observed romantic partner and participant hostility and close friend-reported
aggressive attitudes in late adolescence and early adulthood.

Note. Model controls for participant gender and family income. Only significant paths depicted.
Bold lines represent primary study hypotheses.
*p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001.

An unexpected finding of note was that close friend aggressive attitudes at
age 13 predicted age 24 observable romantic partner hostility, above and
beyond all other measures in the model (β = .25, p = .04), suggesting that
having close friends who endorse aggressive attitudes in early adolescence
was predictive of higher levels of romantic partner hostility in adulthood.

Discussion
This study provided support for the hypothesis that the expectations that adolescents bring into new relationships could be one factor that may account for
the tendency of some individuals to repeatedly become involved in hostile and
harmful relationships. Thirteen-year-olds with more negative expectations of
peers were found to be more likely to become involved with observably hostile romantic partners and with friends who reported hostile attitudes by age
18. The presence of friends with hostile attitudes in late adolescence in turn
predicted the presence of friends with hostile attitudes in early adulthood. The
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presence of friends with hostile attitudes in early adolescence predicted hostility observed from romantic partners in adulthood. Together, these results suggest a degree of continuity from expectations to hostility in important
relationships as well as from different types of hostile relationships. The longitudinal (11-year) scope of this study suggests that adolescent social expectations even as early as age 13, may have truly enduring implications.

Negative Social Expectations
These findings are consistent with several predictions from previous research
and theory related to social expectations: Attachment theory suggests that
people develop “internal working models” of relationships and then tend to
act in ways that follow the expected roles for both themselves and their partners (N. L. Collins & Read, 1994). Similarly, work on hostile attribution
biases suggests that people behave in accordance with negative expectations
and thus elicit the expected negative reaction from others, which then confirms their expectation (Dodge et al., 2003). It is of note that, in the current
study, participants with more negative expectations at 13 were less likely to
be in a significant romantic relationship by age 18. Although the exact explanation for this finding is unclear, it may be that adolescents with negative
expectations are less likely to seek out romantic relationships earlier on, or
may elicit more rejection from current or potential partners. Those high in
rejection sensitivity have also been shown to be more likely to behave in
ways that elicit the expected rejection from partners in the short term, again
confirming their expectation (Downey & Feldman, 1996). The most likely
mechanism for explaining this pattern is that adolescents with negative
expectations of peers select for and/or tolerate hostility from others because
they perceive it as normal or even inevitable—and the more hostile partners
they have over development, the more their expectations may be confirmed
and reinforced.

Hostile Relationships
Hostile relationships are associated with a variety of physical, emotional, and
social difficulties. Romantic relationships characterized by hostility have
been linked to poorer physical and mental health functioning across a variety
of dimensions (Bertera, 2005; Cranford, 2004; Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton,
2001; Linder et al., 2002; Miller et al., 1996). Friendships are central in adolescence, and close friendships serve attachment functions for many individuals into adulthood (Markiewicz et al., 2006). Hostile close friends may
normalize and/or encourage the acceptance of aggression and continue to
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sustain individuals’ negative expectations of relationships going forward
(Freeman, Hadwin, & Halligan, 2011; King & Terrance, 2008; Pittman &
Richmond, 2008). Thus, identifying early predictors of the formation of relationships with hostile and conflictual individuals could ultimately be useful
in targeting and directing efforts to prevent serious difficulties as adolescents
develop. In addition, if these findings are replicated in further research, they
might suggest that cognitive interventions in early adolescence, even in a
non-clinically referred population, could be beneficial in preventing individuals’ progression through a harmful social trajectory. Adolescence is a time of
greater flexibility for changing thoughts and behaviors than adulthood (Crone
& Dahl, 2012). Negative expectations, however they are formed, may be both
more malleable and more easily identified early in adolescence than an established behavioral pattern of selecting hostile partners, and so these expectations could provide an important entry point for interventions. To eliminate
the possibility that participants simply perceived others as more hostile
through time, this study used observed romantic partner behaviors and close
friend reports of the close friend’s attitudes. Furthermore, to control for the
possibility that participants were merely eliciting reciprocated hostility, participants’ hostile behaviors and attitudes were included in analyses. In addition, reducing the possibility of participant influence as an explanation for
partners’ hostility, the majority of participants selected new partners over
time: Only three participants nominated the same friend at all three waves of
data collection, and only two participants had the same romantic partner from
the age 18 to age 24 waves of data collection.

Limitations and Future Directions
No association was found between negative expectations and age 24 observable romantic partner hostility. There are several possible explanations: The
dynamic of romantic relationships changes substantially between late adolescence and early adulthood—with relationships tending to become more intimate and less volatile (Connolly & McIsaac, 2011; Furman, Brown, &
Feiring, 1999). In the current study, the average amount of observed hostility
at age 24 was half of that observed at age 18 ( X = 1.10 at age 18 vs. X =
.55 at age 24). Perhaps this reflects a true decline in overall hostility; alternatively, hostility may manifest differently in adult relationships versus adolescent relationships, or perhaps the effects simply are not stable over such a
long (11-year) time period. In addition, the number of romantic partner dyads
available for analysis at both waves was relatively small. Although the number of dyads (70 at age 18 and 81 at age 24) is typical for observational studies of romantic partners (Ha, Dishion, Overbeek, Burk, & Engels, 2014;
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Madsen & Collins, 2011), it may contribute to the lack of consistency in
effects. Future research can examine whether and how early adolescent negative expectations influence other facets of adult romantic relationships
beyond observed hostility.
The measure of negative expectations used in this study was designed for
children and so it was not possible to re-administer it to late adolescent and
adult participants. Therefore, we are unable to assess how negative expectations may develop and relate to outcomes at later time points in the current
study. Future work should incorporate measures of negative expectations
appropriate for older participants to better capture these associations through
time. Another limitation of this study is the lack of data prior to age 13.
Without earlier data, it is impossible to pinpoint the origin of participants’
negative expectations for others; however, it is reasonable to theorize that
they may come from some combination of negative family experiences
(Baldwin, 1992; Main, Kaplan, & Cassidy, 1985), negative peer experiences
(London, Downey, Bonica, & Paltin, 2007), or child characteristics such as
temperament (Rothbart & Ahadi, 1994; Sanson, Hemphill, & Smart, 2004). It
is also possible that both the negative social expectations and the tendency to
select hostile partners observed in this study may follow from some earlier
experience, such as childhood maltreatment. While negative expectations of
others seem to play a clear role in the chain of events leading to hostile partner selection, more research from earlier in childhood is needed to determine
the origin of these negative expectations.
Because romantic partner reports of their own aggressive attitudes and
observations of adult friend hostility were not available in the current sample,
we are unable to generalize one type of partner hostility to the other type (i.e.,
observed hostility is likely different than self-reported aggressive attitudes).
Future research should also incorporate use of observational data of adult
friends and the self-reported aggressive attitudes of romantic partners to determine if friends and romantic partners show similar patterns of hostility across
these measures. Friendships in adulthood tend to be less intense than romantic
relationships (Carbery & Buhrmester, 1998), so the same level of hostility
may not be seen in observations of interactions with friends as was found with
romantic partners. On the other hand, adults may be more willing to tolerate
hostility in friendships because they are often not as central to their lives as
romantic relationships. It is also important to note that, while most participants
selected different close friends at each wave, participants’ friends reported
knowing the participants for an average of more than 10 years by age 24.
Although this study accounts for close friend aggressive attitudes in early adolescence, it is still possible that adolescents with negative expectations are
more likely to maintain and strengthen long-term relationships with hostile
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individuals, rather than to continually select new hostile partners over time.
However, the resulting negative effects of these relationships would remain—
and in fact, may be even more harmful if individuals are associating with
hostile friends over long periods of time. The less intense yet long-lasting
nature of many adult friendships may explain why there was less apparent
continuity in observable romantic partner hostility than in close friend aggressive attitudes. As individuals develop, they may not select for and/or accept
overt hostility from romantic partners, yet may still keep or select friends with
hostile attitudes, which may reflect an ongoing expectation that such attitudes
are normal or unavoidable. More studies are needed to determine why individuals may associate with friends who endorse hostile attitudes over time.
Future research should also further examine the hypothesis that individuals with negative expectations are selecting hostile partners over time and not
influencing hostile behavior development in others. Age 13 participant negative expectations did not predict later participant hostility and negative
expectations predicted partner hostility above and beyond concurrent participant hostility. These results suggest that partner hostility is not simply due to
participant hostility or participants evoking hostility in partners (although
they do suggest that late adolescents who display higher levels of hostility are
more likely to have partners who also display higher levels of hostility). The
lack of continuity between expectations and participant hostility over time
notably strengthens the idea of partner selection over participant influence.
Perhaps individuals who generally expect and/or accept negativity from others are less likely to become hostile themselves than those who expect better
treatment. However, more research is needed to address this issue. Although
this study controlled for participant hostility and used a measure of close
friend aggressive attitudes (which tend to be relatively stable), it is still possible that some other behavior on the part of participants is contributing to
hostility from others. In addition, future research should incorporate measures of partner expectations to better disentangle selection from influence in
terms of both cognitions and behaviors.

Conclusion
Understanding the roots of hostility and hostile relationships—which have
been found to be so detrimental for physical and mental health—is crucial to
identifying intervention points to address the development of hostile relationships. This, and future research targeting early cognitive roots of hostile relationships, may provide an ideal entry point for intervention as research
suggests that adolescent cognitions are more malleable than later, engrained
patterns of behavior and hostile partner selection.
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